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ABSTRACT 

This research uses axle configuration, truck body type, and payload data to benchmark truck traffic 

trends on highway networks. Planning and designing the highway infrastructure serving freight-intensive 

developments (e.g., inland ports, ports, industrial parks) is complex because future freight demand is 

difficult to predict. This thesis addresses this difficulty by establishing benchmark relationships between 

axle configuration, truck body type, and payload for trucks operating on highways serving CentrePort 

Canada, an inland port being developed in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. Based on the analysis of an 

aggregated data set of over 6500 records, the research reveals the predominant axle configurations and 

truck body types utilized by carriers in Manitoba and characterizes the loading patterns of these vehicles 

by applying a Gaussian Mixture Model. The findings contribute to an improved understanding of the axle 

configuration, truck body type, and payload linkages that are evident within a diverse trucking fleet.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 THE RESEARCH 

This research uses axle configuration, truck body type, and payload data to benchmark truck traffic 

trends on highway networks serving freight-intensive developments. In response to a rising demand to 

provide a fluid multimodal freight transportation network, jurisdictions across North America have 

integrated freight-intensive land-use developments into their transportation master plans. In addition to 

the more traditional marine ports, prominent examples of emerging freight-intensive developments 

include inland ports, industrial parks, and freight villages. Planning and designing the highway 

infrastructure serving these developments is complex because future freight demand is difficult to 

predict due to the proprietary conditions of many developments and the multimodal nature of freight 

demand that the development is expected to accommodate. This thesis addresses this difficulty by 

establishing relationships between axle configuration, truck body type, and payload for trucks operating 

on highways connecting to a recently-established inland port. These relationships support prediction of 

future freight transportation demand. This thesis informs engineers, planners, and policy makers about 

the current and potential future impacts of truck traffic generated by freight-intensive developments.    

1.2 BACKGROUND AND NEED 

Urban and rural jurisdictions increasingly consider freight transportation requirements in long-range 

planning initiatives (Ministry of Transportation Ontario, 2016). Certain freight-intensive land-uses, such 

as marine ports and urban industrial parks, are well-established within many jurisdictions. More 

recently, concepts such as inland ports and freight villages have garnered attention as jurisdictions aim 

to attract freight-related business. Regardless of the type of freight-intensive development, a common 
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challenge is to plan and design public highway infrastructure to accommodate future freight movements 

(Ministry of Transportation Ontario, 2016). The primary motivation for this thesis stems from the 

challenge of planning and designing highway infrastructure serving a newly-established inland port in a 

medium-sized North American city. Thus, the remainder of this thesis focuses on inland port 

developments.   

Port facilities have traditionally been situated in coastal regions to facilitate the movement of freight 

between marine, rail, and truck transportation modes. Recently, many North American jurisdictions 

have developed inland ports (also referred to as dry ports) in response to the rising demand for freight 

transportation and the need for fluid multimodal freight transportation networks and accompanying 

administrative systems (Leitner & Harrison, 2001; Rempel, 2011; Field, 2016). Inland ports are promoted 

as a strategic opportunity to foster the growth of international trade at locations that would otherwise 

not have access to such trade and the economic benefits it affords. These locations do not require direct 

access to waterways, but rather aim to leverage locational advantages relevant to non-marine modes 

(Ibata, 2016).  

Like coastal ports, the availability and cohesive integration of multiple modes are essential for the 

economic viability and ongoing success of an inland port. Typically, inland ports focus on providing 

logistics and supply chain management advantages for companies utilizing air, rail, and truck 

transportation modes (Rodrigue, Debrie, Fremont, & Gouvernal, 2010; Field, 2016). These advantages, 

along with a host of commodity, and industry, specific factors, directly influence shippers’ mode choice 

and logistics decisions (Mitchell & McAuley, 2009; Resor & Blaze, 2004; Government Accountability 

Office, 2011). 
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The concept of an inland port is relatively new and currently no standard definition is accepted in the 

industry. This thesis adopts the definition proposed by Leitner and Harrison (2001). They define an 

inland port as a location where trade is processed with easy access to multiple modes of transportation 

and where associated free trade zone / foreign trade zone (FTZ) programs and incentives are offered. 

FTZ programs are seen as a value-added benefit to any inland port development and may create more 

efficient and effective supply chains (Deloitte & Touche LLP, 2008). 

Numerous considerations influence the planning and design of highway infrastructure serving an inland 

port. Broadly speaking, these considerations encompass: (1) the magnitude and nature of the freight 

transportation demand induced by port development (e.g., mode choice, types of industries and 

commodities, current and future traffic volume by truck type, and truck loading characteristics); and (2) 

current characteristics of the transportation networks and future geometric, structural, and pavement 

design features required to accommodate this demand. These considerations are relevant for highway 

infrastructure within the inland port and the extensive connections providing access to and from the 

port (Maranchuk & Regehr, 2015). In many instances, inland ports are greenfield developments that rely 

on a jurisdiction or inland port authority establishing proprietary business relationships with prospective 

tenants (CentrePort Canada Inc., 2015; Global Transportation Hub Authority, 2016; Calgary Logistics 

Council, 2016; Port Alberta, 2016). Public highway agencies are therefore tasked with planning, 

designing, and constructing highway infrastructure that will serve the future needs of the inland port 

without access to detailed information, such as traffic forecasts and traffic demands, related to expected 

future developments.  
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Truck traffic data are essential for effective planning and design of the highway infrastructure serving an 

inland port. Truck traffic monitoring programs are a common source of data concerning the current and 

historical usage of highway infrastructure by trucks. Traditionally, these programs are designed to 

produce data that answer the following questions (Office of Highway Policy, FHWA, 2013; AASHTO, 

2009): 

 Is the vehicle a truck?  

 Where was the truck observed? 

 When was the truck observed? 

 What direction was the truck moving? 

 How many axles did the truck have? 

 How were the axles configured? 

 What class was the truck? 

 How heavy were the axles? 

 How fast was the truck moving? 

Based on these data elements and the application of various expansion techniques, a detailed 

characterization of current (and recent past) truck traffic flow (e.g., expressed in terms of annual 

average daily truck traffic (AADTT) or vehicle-distance traveled (VDT) metrics) can be established. Truck 

monitoring provides sufficient support for most engineering applications. For example, in recent years 

one of the most important drivers of truck traffic data programs has been the adoption of the 

mechanistic-empirical pavement design approach, which requires detailed information on truck traffic 
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volume by vehicle class and axle weight (including variations in space and time) (AASHTO, 2008; NCHRP, 

2005). 

Certain freight transportation planning and highway design activities—including those related to inland 

port developments—benefit from an ability to predict future freight transportation activities. Freight 

demand models are commonly used as a tool to do this (Holguin-Veras & Thorson, 2000; NCHRP, 2008). 

Freight demand models utilize a sampling of commodity flows between origin-destination (OD) pairs to 

establish the quantities of various commodities moving on the transportation network (by various 

modes). A series of factors are then applied to convert these tonnages into truck volumes (Battelle, 

2011; Fekpe, 2011). The most recent version of the Freight Analysis Framework (FAF3) is a prominent 

example of how the conversion process occurs within the context of a freight demand model. Fekpe 

(2011) describes the four main steps of this process: 

1. Identification of primary truck configurations and body types 

2. Allocation of commodities to truck body types 

3. Calculation of average payloads by configuration and body type 

4. Determination of truck equivalency factors (TEFs) to convert tonnage into truck volumes 

Thus, while both truck traffic monitoring and freight demand modeling can be used to estimate truck 

traffic flow characteristics on a network, the methods by which these estimates occur are markedly 

different. There is an opportunity, however, to integrate these approaches by focusing on three data 

elements: (1) axle configuration; (2) truck body type; and (3) average payloads (Hernandez, Tok, & 

Ritchie, 2016; Hyun, Hernandez, & Tok, 2015). 
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 Axle configuration: A truck’s axle configuration refers to the particular arrangement and spacing 

of axles on a truck. The collection of axle configuration data is standard practice for truck traffic 

monitoring programs, though these data are usually reported in terms of vehicle class. The 

configuration of axles on a truck also contributes to how it performs its freight transport task 

and the impacts it causes. The distribution of axle configurations utilized by carriers varies 

spatially and temporally as a function of regulatory controls, infrastructure condition, and a host 

of demand-related variables including the characteristics of the commodity being hauled. For 

example, since a liquid tanker is used to haul relatively high density commodities, carriers 

involved in hauling bulk liquids would, when possible, select a truck configuration with the 

highest weight limit which maximizes the productivity that can be attained. Typically, this means 

selecting a truck with a higher number of axles. 

 Body type: A truck’s body type refers to the particular design and construction of the truck’s 

cargo carrying unit that enables it to effectively perform a designated freight transport task. A 

truck’s body type is one factor which dictates the types of commodities it can haul. For example, 

a van body type is well suited to hauling commodities such as retail goods and palletized freight, 

whereas a tanker body type is intended to haul bulk liquids. Furthering this example, while it is 

evident that a van body type can be used to carry a wide variety of commodities, these 

commodities tend to have properties that are quite different from those of the commodities 

hauled by a liquid tanker. Consequently, there is a relationship between a truck’s body type and 

the commodities that the truck could be used to haul. 

 Payload: A truck’s payload refers to the portion of the truck’s gross weight attributed to the 

commodity or commodities being hauled. A truck’s payload cannot be directly measured by 

current truck traffic monitoring equipment. In general, two options are available to obtain 
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payload data. First, the gross vehicle weight (GVW) of a truck can be measured and the payload 

calculated by subtracting the truck’s tare weight from its GVW. Tare weight varies as a function 

of axle configuration and body type. Second, payload data may be obtained through surveys; 

this is the approach normally used to support freight demand models. 

Based on the foregoing discussion, it follows that the commodity or range of commodities and payloads 

expected to be hauled by a truck influences the selection of both the truck’s body type and the truck’s 

axle configuration. Given these influences, it is reasonable to expect that there are relationships 

between axle configuration, truck body type, and payload that, if better understood, could better 

support freight planning and highway design applications. 

1.3 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 

The objectives of the research are: 

1. to characterize the transportation networks and freight activity relevant for a freight-intensive 

development, specifically a new inland port; 

2. to develop and implement a data collection program and analysis methodology focused on axle 

configuration, truck body type, and payload characteristics; and 

3. to establish pertinent relationships between axle configuration, truck body type, and truck 

payload to support planning and design of highway infrastructure serving inland ports.  

The research conducted pursuant to these objectives relies on data samples collected on principal 

highways in Manitoba, Canada. These sample data sets were produced to support a better 
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understanding of the truck traffic on the principal highway network serving a new inland port 

development in Winnipeg, Manitoba’s capital city. The inland port is called CentrePort Canada. The data 

sets reflect the spatial and temporal realities of the data collection process, as well as the particular 

regulatory, geographic, and demand-related features present in Manitoba. However, they cannot be 

used to isolate truck traffic generated by the inland port. One unique regulatory feature worth noting is 

the range of predominant axle configurations operating in Manitoba, which arises in part because of 

governing truck size and weight limits that differ considerably from those in the United States. Certain 

aspects of the findings, therefore, pertain specifically to the Manitoba context and may not be 

transferable to other jurisdictions. Nevertheless, these findings illustrate the types of insights that could 

be derived from a more robust truck traffic data collection program. Moreover, the methodologies 

developed and applied in this paper are generic and transferable to other contexts. 

The research focuses on truck traffic characteristics and the implications these characteristics have on 

highway infrastructure planning and design decisions made by public transportation agencies. While 

inland ports are necessarily multimodal, aspects of freight transportation planning and design relevant 

to the rail and air modes will not be discussed in detail. 

1.4 RESEARCH APPROACH 

The research approach recognizes that both truck traffic monitoring and freight demand modeling can 

be used to estimate truck traffic flow characteristics on a network, though they differ in methodological 

detail. Figure 1 and Figure 2 highlight the symmetry between these approaches and the common data 

elements they utilize. Figure 1 depicts the essence of the freight demand modelling approach. In this 

approach, the starting point is tonnage data by commodity. These data are factored using mean 
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payloads by configuration-body type pair into truck volumes by vehicle class and truck weight statistics 

(Battelle, 2011; Fekpe, 2011) 

 

Figure 1: Freight Demand Modelling Approach to Obtain Truck Usage Characteristics 

In contrast, the truck traffic monitoring approach (Figure 2) typically generates truck volume data by 

vehicle class and truck weight data. By integrating information about payloads and axle configuration – 

truck body type pairs, it is possible to better understand tonnage by commodity and industry. Thus, 

while using similar data elements as the freight demand modelling approach, truck traffic monitoring 

typically proceeds in the opposite direction.  

 

Figure 2: Truck Traffic Monitoring Approach to Obtain Freight Tonnage Characteristics 
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This research adopts the approach illustrated conceptually in Figure 2. To support this approach, a data 

collection program was implemented to supplement existing truck traffic monitoring data with data 

concerning truck body types and payloads. In this regard, truck body type data are viewed as a surrogate 

measure of industry category. Moreover, the integration of industry intelligence gained from discussions 

with individuals involved in the development of CentrePort Canada enhanced the knowledge-base about 

current truck traffic activity operating on the provincial highway network serving CentrePort Canada.  

1.5 THESIS ORGANIZATION 

The thesis consists of five chapters, including this introductory chapter. Chapter 2 provides an overview 

of inland port developments in North America with a focus on CentrePort Canada, the inland port of 

interest to this research. The chapter describes the transportation networks serving CentrePort Canada 

and relevant industry and trucking activities. 

Chapter 3 develops and describes the methodology applied in the research. The chapter provides details 

about: (1) the data collection program implemented to acquire data on axle configuration, body type, 

and payloads; and (2) and the analytical framework for establishing relationships between axle 

configuration, body type, and payload.  

Chapter 4 describes the pertinent relationships observed between truck axle configuration, truck body 

type, and payload. The chapter also discusses the implications of the analytical results for public 

transportation agencies supporting the development of inland ports. 
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Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the key findings of the research and offers recommendations for further 

work. 

1.6 TERMINOLOGY 

The following is a list of definitions of key terms used in this thesis: 

Axle Configuration: A truck’s axle configuration refers to the particular arrangement and spacing of 

axles on a truck. 

Body type: A truck’s body type refers to the particular design and construction of the truck’s cargo 

carrying unit that enables it to effectively perform a designated freight transport task. 

Freight Village: A defined area, often master-planned, within which all activities relating to the 

transport, logistics and distribution of goods are carried out by various operators (US 

DOT - Federal Highway Administration, 2012). 

Industrial Park: A location zoned as industrial for the development of industrial businesses and 

factories. 

Inland Port:  A location where trade is processed with easy access to multiple modes of transportation 

and where associated free trade zone / foreign trade zone (FTZ) programs and incentives 

are offered (Leitner & Harrison, 2001). 

Payload: A truck’s payload refers to the portion of the truck’s gross weight attributed to the commodity 

or commodities being hauled.  
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2. INLAND PORT DEVELOPMENTS IN NORTH AMERICA AND 

CHARACTERIZATION OF CENTREPORT CANADA 

This chapter provides an overview of inland port developments in North America with a focus on 

CentrePort Canada, the inland port of interest to this research. The chapter describes the transportation 

networks serving CentrePort Canada and relevant industry and trucking activities. 

2.1 INLAND PORT DEVELOPMENTS IN NORTH AMERICA 

Many jurisdictions have chosen to develop inland ports in response to rising demand for freight-

intensive development. Prominent examples in the North America follow: 

 CenterPoint Intermodal Center (Joliet / Elwood, Illinois): Currently, this inland port is the largest 

in North America (CenterPoint Properties, 2016). It features Burlington Northern Santa Fe 

(BNSF) and Union Pacific (UP) intermodal operations, 30-plus tenants, 1.34 million square 

metres of occupied space, and produces $65 billion US dollars in annual exports and imports. 

 The Port of Huntsville (Huntsville, Alabama): This port is a conglomerate of the Huntsville 

International Airport, the International Intermodal Center, and the Jetplex Industrial Park. It is 

operated by the Huntsville-Madison County Airport Authority. This port is designated as a FTZ, 

has on-site US Customs, and is central to major air, rail, and highway transportation systems in 

the United States (Port Of Huntsville, 2016). 

 AllianceTexas (Fort Worth, Texas): This port houses a BNSF Intermodal facility and is serviced by 

two class 1 rail carriers (BNSF and UP), the Fort Worth Alliance Airport, Interstate 35W, and the 
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FedEx Southwest Regional sort hub. This site also offers a FTZ, air cargo services, third-party 

logistics, and existing rail-served facilities (AllianceTexas, 2016). 

 Global Transportation Hub (GTH) (Regina, Saskatchewan): This port is Canada’s only self-

governing inland port providing access to a single body that oversees all stages of development 

and regulation (Global Transportation Hub Authority, 2016). It features Canadian Pacific (CP) 

Rail’s new intermodal yard, has access to two national highway system routes, and offers FTZ 

programs (Global Transportation Hub Authority, 2016).   

 Calgary Region Inland Port (Calgary, Alberta): This port is different than the others in that it 

encompasses many facilities at multiple locations with multiple partners. The Calgary Region 

features two Intermodal facilities (Canadian National and Canadian Pacific), has established the 

Calgary Region FTZ, and houses an array of major distribution centres serving all western Canada 

and the Pacific Northwest (Calgary Logistics Council, 2016).  

 The Region of Peel (Ontario, Canada): The Region of Peel is currently exploring the concept of a 

freight village to mitigate land use conflicts between transportation and logistics activities from 

other uses (Labrecque, 2015). In essence, the construction of such a development would relieve 

congestion by truck traffic on local roads and house all logistics operations in one central 

location (McMaster University, 2011).  

2.2 OVERVIEW OF CENTREPORT CANADA 

CentrePort Canada (hereafter referred to simply as CentrePort), was established when the CentrePort 

Canada Act was passed by the Manitoba Legislature in October of 2008. The Act designates 

approximately 20,000 acres of land in northwest Winnipeg (near the James Armstrong Richardson 

International Airport) for the development of the inland port in cooperation with a number of 
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government and private sector partners. The development is to be based on a single transportation, 

infrastructure, and land-use plan.  

As a tri-modal port with a sizeable land footprint, CentrePort offers opportunities for companies to 

locate within close proximity to transportation and logistics service providers and facilities which enable 

transloading between modes. These companies have access to FTZ programs designed to incentivize 

trade through CentrePort. The programs available to businesses include the following (CentrePort 

Canada Inc., 2015): 

 Duty deferral: This program allows duties to be waived up front or rebated later. Duty deferral is 

for materials that are received into Canada to create new products. The new materials are not 

charged duty. Duty is only charged on the finished manufactured product whose destination is 

outside of Canada. 

 Sales tax relief: This program provides exemption from federal and provincial sales taxes. Sales 

tax relief applies to manufactured products whose destination is within Canada.  Sales tax is not 

charged on any of the shipped products. 

 Customs bonded warehouse: This program permits use of sales tax exempt and duty-free 

storage/distribution facilities. Customs bonded warehouses are warehouses in which products 

can be stored, changed, or undergo a manufacturing process without paying sales tax or duty 

fees. There are currently three tenants that have established customs bonded warehouses 

through the CentrePort FTZ program. One of these facilities also has a cross-dock warehouse, 

which allows for commodities to be transferred between rail and truck via transloading. 
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CentrePort is located at the nexus of major North American trade corridors. Specifically, as illustrated by 

the major highway and rail networks linked to Manitoba in Figure 3, CentrePort’s location enables it to 

offer tri-modal access to (CentrePort Canada Inc., 2015): 

 the north (Port of Churchill, North America’s only deep water Arctic seaport; staging area for 

northern Canada; future Arctic Gateway to Asia, Europe and India); 

 the east (Ports of Thunder Bay, Montreal, and Halifax; the Atlantic Gateway with access to 

Europe, the Middle East, and Asia); 

 the south (Mid-Continent Trade and Transportation Corridor with access to United States and 

Mexico, and the Ports of Manzanillo and Lazaro Cardenas); and 

 the west (Port Metro Vancouver and Port of Prince Rupert; Asia-Pacific Gateway with access to 

China and the Pacific Rim). 
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Figure 3: Major Highway and Rail Routes Servicing CentrePort (2010) (CentrePort Canada Inc., 2015) 
Used by permission 

2.3 TRANSPORTATION NETWORKS SERVING CENTREPORT 

The supply of physical transportation infrastructure for the three modes providing service to and from 

CentrePort is fundamental to CentrePort’s operations. This section describes key components of this 

infrastructure. Specifically, it contains three sub-sections: (1) highways; (2) railroads; and (3) air facilities. 
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2.3.1 Highways 

Manitoba’s National Highway System is the principal highway network that serves CentrePort. This 

network (referred to in this thesis as the CentrePort Network) provides connections to most major 

North American markets within a 48-hour driving window and also enables access to destinations inside 

the City of Winnipeg. Table 1 lists the highways included in this network (see Figure 4 for a 

corresponding map). Specifically, the network include includes Provincial Trunk Highway (PTH) 1 (Trans-

Canada Highway), PTH 16 (Yellowhead Highway), PTH 100/101 (Winnipeg’s Perimeter Highway), PTH 75 

(the major connection to the United States via the Emerson-Pembina border crossing), PTH 6 (the major 

connection to northern Manitoba), and several key links inside the Perimeter Highway, including the 

newly constructed PTH 190 (CentrePort Canada Way). 

Table 1: Highway Links in the CentrePort Network (Maranchuk, Wood, & Grande, 2015) 

Route identifier Description 

PTH 1 Saskatchewan boundary to Ontario boundary 

PTH 16 Saskatchewan boundary to PTH 1 (near Portage-la-Prairie) 

PTH 75 U.S. boundary (at Emerson) to PTH 100 (at Winnipeg) 

PTH 100/101 Winnipeg’s Perimeter Highway 

PTH 6 PTH 101 (at Winnipeg) to Thompson 

PTH 190 CentrePort Canada Way, PTH 101 to CentrePort 

PTH 7/Rte. 90 PTH 101 to Sargent Ave./Wellington Ave.  

Sargent Ave./Wellington Ave. Rte. 90 to Winnipeg Airport 

Provincial Road 221/Rte. 25 PTH 101 to Keewatin St. 

Keewatin St. Rte. 25 to CPR Weston Yard 
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This network allows trucks to operate at Roads and Transportation Association of Canada (RTAC) axle 

and gross vehicle weights (62,500 kg or 63,500 kg). Generally, these loads are also allowed on 

connecting routes in other provinces, but down-weighting would need to occur to comply with truck 

weight laws in most states. From a geometric perspective, these highways are able to accommodate 

longer combination vehicle (LCV) traffic operating under special permit. Subject to provincial approval, 

LCV configurations (i.e., Turnpike doubles, Rocky Mountain doubles, and triple trailer combinations) are 

generally permitted on divided highways (e.g., PTH 1, PTH 75) but only Rocky Mountain doubles are 

permitted on undivided routes (e.g., PTH 16). There is a pilot program for Rocky Mountain double 

operations on PTH 6 (an undivided highway), but this highway is currently not included as an approved 

LCV route. The other western provinces also allow these configurations on connecting routes. Ontario 

does not permit LCV operations on the Trans-Canada Highway connection to Manitoba. LCV travel is 

allowed in certain states (including North Dakota) but different size and weight regulations apply. 
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Figure 4: Highway Network Serving CentrePort Canada (Maranchuk, Wood, & Grande, 2015) 

2.3.2 Railroads 

Rail access at CentrePort is provided by three Class 1 rail carriers—Canadian National Railway (CNR), 

Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR), and Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway (BNSF). Central Manitoba 

Railway (CEMR), a short line railway, operates throughout Manitoba and in the vicinity of CentrePort. 

Additionally, Prairie Rail Solutions offers specialty rail services from its rail yard located in CentrePort 

along the Prairie Dog Central Railway (PDCR) Oak Point subdivision. Figure 3 (on page 16) shows a map 
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of the North American rail networks relevant for CentrePort’s activities. The new 700-acre CentrePort 

Canada Rail Park will provide rail carriers with transloading facilities (truck to rail and rail to truck) for 

bulk and containerized goods. 

2.3.3 Air Facilities 

Air access to and from CentrePort is provided by its anchor tenant, the James Armstrong Richardson 

International Airport (Winnipeg airport). This airport offers all-weather service 24 hours a day seven 

days per week. Cargo air service is provided by Air Canada Cargo, Cargojet, FedEx, Purolator, UPS, and 

Volga-Dnepr airlines. Destinations accessible via the airport include major Canadian and U.S. cities, as 

well as a network of destinations in northern Canada. 

Domestic air cargo service enables shippers to take advantage of a 07:00 p.m. deadline for sending 

parcels for next day delivery to major cities throughout North America. By comparison, in other cities, 

deadlines are set at 04:00 p.m. or earlier. Essentially, this later deadline allows employees to work an 

entire work day and then deliver the product to the airport for next day delivery.  

2.4 INDUSTRY ACTIVITY IN CENTREPORT 

This section provides a general description of historical and ongoing industry developments at 

CentrePort, as available through public sources. As CentrePort is operated as a private corporate entity, 

specific details concerning future developments are proprietary.  

According to CentrePort’s current development plan, industrial tenants are expected to be located 

within land designated for various industry, manufacturing, logistics, and rail-intensive activities (see 
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Figure 5). Since CentrePort’s inception in 2008, 300 of the 20,000 acres of available land have been sold 

and are under various stages of development. In total, 39 companies have located within the Brookside 

Business Park and Brookside Industrial Park West (CentrePort Canada Inc., 2015). Table 2 lists each of 

these companies according to their North America Industry Classification System (NAICS) code, 

describes their activities, and indicates the types of commodities and trucks they are likely to generate. 

Specific demand forecasts (i.e., the quantity of goods produced by these businesses) are unavailable. To 

date, all new development has occurred on un-serviced land. The tenants that have located in 

CentrePort’s business parks since CentrePort’s inception comprise transportation and warehousing 

companies, manufacturing companies, rental and leasing companies, and companies involved in 

wholesale trade. 
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Figure 5: CentrePort Development Plan (CentrePort Canada Inc., 2015) 
 Used by permission 
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Table 2: Companies Located in CentrePort (Maranchuk, Wood, & Grande, 2015) 

Company NAICS Code Business Commodity Truck Type 

Avaal Professional, 
scientific and 
technical 
services (54)  

Provides consulting, 
education, and technology to 
the transportation industry 

N/A N/A 

Brofort Inc Professional, 
scientific and 
technical 
services (54)  

Retail Services (Design, 
Installation, Inventory 
Management & 
Warehousing, Kitting, 
Delivery) 

N/A N/A 

Altima Cabinet 
Works 

Wood Product 
Manufacturing 
(321) / 
Furniture and 
related product 
manufacturing 
(337) 

Manufacturer of Household 
Cabinetry 

Household 
Cabinetry 

N/A 

International Pallet Wood product 
manufacturing 
(321) 

Wooden Pallet Manufacturer Distribution and 
Supply of Wooden 
Pallets 

Vans 
Flat Decks 

Scheller Metal 
Fabricators 

Primary metal 
fabricating 
(331) 

Custom Metal Fabrication N/A N/A 

Cassidy 
Manufacturing 
Technology 

Fabricated 
metal product 
manufacturing 
(332) 

Manufacturing (Computer 
Numerically Controlled 
Milling, Turning, Powder 
Coating) 

N/A N/A 

SMS Equipment Machinery 
manufacturing 
(333) / 
Computer and 
electronic 
product 
manufacturing 
(334) 

Intelligent Machine Control 
(GPS and computer 
controlled) as well as 
modular mining technologies 

High value 
electronic products 

Van 
Flat Deck 

Fort Garry Fire 
Trucks 

Transportation 
equipment 
manufacturing 
(336) 

Fire Trucks, custom-built 
pumpers, aerial ladders, 
rescue vehicles, water 
delivery tankers and related 
fire-fighting equipment for 
cities, towns and 
municipalities throughout 
Canada, the U.S. and abroad 

Import of materials 
for manufacture 
and export of 
finished products 

Van 
Flat Deck 

Mobil 1 Petroleum and 
petroleum 
products 

N/A N/A N/A 
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Company NAICS Code Business Commodity Truck Type 

merchant 
wholesalers 
(412) 

Oil Mart Petroleum and 
petroleum 
products 
merchant 
wholesalers 
(412) 

Supplier of Lubricants, 
Filters, and Batteries 
(Warehouse and retail sales) 

Supply of 
lubricants, filters, 
and batteries 

N/A 

Arctic Beverages Food, beverage 
and tobacco 
merchant 
wholesalers 
(413) / Truck 
Transportation 
(484) / 
Warehousing 
and Storage 
(493) 

Supply of various food 
commodities (Nestle, 
Parmalat, Jack Links, Frito 
Lay, Pepsi, Canada Bread) 

Distribution Centre 
in Winnipeg 

Straight Trucks 

Star Produce Food, beverage 
and tobacco 
merchant 
wholesalers 
(413) / Truck 
Transportation 
(484) / 
Warehousing 
and Storage 
(493) 

Distributor of fruits and 
vegetables from around the 
globe.  They have a 
worldwide network of direct 
growers, state-of-the-art re-
packing facilities and a 
dedicated logistics team. 
They also have a U.S. based 
company called Nova 
Produce. 

Import and export 
of fruits and 
vegetables (high 
value, time 
sensitive 
commodity) 

Refrigerated Van 

JEH Windows & 
Doors 

Building 
material and 
supplies 
merchant 
wholesalers 
(416) 

Window and Door 
Manufacturer 

Doors and 
Windows 

N/A 

Kaycan Building 
material and 
supplies 
merchant 
wholesalers 
(416) 

Manufacturer of Household 
Construction Products 
(Shingles, Vinyl, wood, 
shutters, etc.) 

Household 
Construction 
Products 

N/A 

 C & T Rentals Machinery, 
Equipment and 
supplies 
merchant 
wholesalers 
(417) 

Rents various types of 
construction equipment to 
the industry including 
everything from concrete 
saws to skid steers and 
trenchers.   

Equipment Rentals Flat Deck 
Regular Heavy-
Duty Passenger 
Trucks 

Superior Forklift Machinery, Service Company (Forklifts, N/A N/A 
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Company NAICS Code Business Commodity Truck Type 

Equipment and 
supplies 
merchant 
wholesalers 
(417) 

Pallet Jacks, hydraulics, etc) 

United Rentals Machinery, 
Equipment and 
supplies 
merchant 
wholesalers 
(417) 

Rents various types of 
construction equipment to 
the industry 

Equipment Rentals Flat Decks 
Heavy and Light 
Duty Passenger 
Trucks 

Goodman 
Manufacturing 

Electronics and 
Appliance 
Stores (443) 

Manufacturer of Residential 
and light-commercial HVAC 

Showroom and 
storefront in 
Winnipeg 

N/A 

Central Transport Truck 
Transportation 
(484) 

Distributor of Automotive, 
industrial, and various 
refrigerated commodities 

Automotive, 
industrial, and 
refrigerated 
commodities 

Vans 
Refrigerated Vans 

DLM Weins Cartage Truck 
Transportation 
(484) / 
Warehousing 
and Storage 
(493) 

Freight and Logistics 
Company, Warehouse 
Storage 

Various, Food 
Storage 

Vans 
Refrigerated Vans 

EBD Truck 
Transportation 
(484) 

Freight and Logistics 
Company 

Various Vans 
Gravel Trucks 
Refrigerated Vans 
Super B’s 
Flat Decks 

Meyers Bros 
Trucking 

Truck 
Transportation 
(484) 

Freight and Logistics 
Company (Short Haul / 
Drayage) 

Various Container 

Razir Transport Truck 
Transportation 
(484) 

Freight and Logistics 
Company 

Various, Food, 
Medical Supplies 

Refrigerated Vans 

Ridsdale Transport Truck 
Transportation 
(484) 

Freight and Logistics 
Company (Will do LTL) 

Various Vans 
Refrigerated Vans 

The Rosedale Group Truck 
Transportation 
(484) 

LTL Freight and Logistics 
Company (Trucking and 
Warehousing) 

Various Van 
Flat Deck 
Open Top 

Searcy Truck 
Transportation 
(484) 

Freight and Logistics 
Company 

Flat Deck 
Commodities 

Flat Decks 

T& T Transport Truck 
Transportation 
(484) 

Freight and Logistics 
Company 

Various Vans 
Refrigerated Vans 
Containers 

Trailer Wizards Truck Sale, rental, leasing, Import and export Various 
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Company NAICS Code Business Commodity Truck Type 

Transportation 
(484) 

maintenance and storage of 
highway trailers.  Specifically 
they focus on trailers for 
highway tractors 

of trailers and 
associated parts 

Whiteriver Logistics Truck 
Transportation 
(484) 

Freight and Logistics 
Company 

Various Refrigerated Vans 
Flat Decks 
Double Drops 
RGNs 

Olexa Rental and 
leasing services 
(532) 

Developer Multi-Tenant 
industrial building 

N/A 

Note: N/A denotes not available. 

2.5 TRUCK TRAFFIC ACTIVITY ON HIGHWAYS SERVING CENTREPORT 

The following points summarize key characteristics of truck traffic activity on the CentrePort Network 

(Maranchuk, Wood, & Grande, 2015): 

 The CentrePort Network serves a wide range of truck trips. These include, among many others, 

urban deliveries using single unit trucks, inter-provincial trips by LCVs, and trips by single-trailer 

truck configurations to the United States. 

 System-wide estimates of truck volume (by vehicle class) on the CentrePort Network reveal the 

relative importance of the various components of this network. The highest annual average 

daily truck traffic (AADTT) (3710) estimated on the network occurs on PTH 101. Notably, despite 

the relatively high truck traffic estimated on Winnipeg’s Perimeter Highway, there is a shortage 

of site-specific vehicle classification data on which to derive these estimates—particularly on the 

western portions of the Perimeter Highway near CentrePort. Truck volumes on PTH 6 are 

considerably lower, reaching a minimum of 100. Over the last seven years, sites on the 

Perimeter Highway, most locations on the Trans Canada Highway west of Winnipeg, PTH 75, and 
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PTH 6 have exhibited growth in truck traffic volume. In contrast, truck volumes on the Trans 

Canada Highway east of Winnipeg and PTH 16 have exhibited a slight but steady decline. 

 Overall, in 2013, an estimated 522 million kilometres were travelled by trucks on the CentrePort 

Network. Of this, single-trailer truck configurations (classes 8 to 10) accounted for 69 percent; 

multiple-trailer truck configurations (classes 11 to 13) accounted for 20 percent, and single-unit 

trucks and buses (classes 4 to 7) accounted for 11 percent. More specifically, the most common 

configurations on the network are: five-axle tractor semitrailers (3-S2s), six-axle tractor 

semitrailers (3-S3s), eight-axle B-trains (3-S3-S2s), and Turnpike doubles (3-S2-4s). The relative 

proportion of these trucks varies on different portions of the network. For example, for U.S. 

connections, 3-S2s comprise nearly all trucks (approximately 80 percent) within the fleet 

whereas on routes to western Canada, the fleet is more diverse and includes a much higher 

proportion of Turnpike doubles (above 10 percent). 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

This chapter contains two main sections. The first section describes the data collection program for this 

research. Specifically, it outlines the procedures used to collect data using manual roadside surveys and 

to extract data from a newly-installed piezoquartz weigh-in-motion (WIM) device. This section also 

discusses data aggregation and screening. 

The second section outlines the analytical framework applied in this research. The analytical framework 

comprises three main components: (1) characterization of the axle configurations observed in the 

aggregated data set; (2) characterization of the body types observed in the aggregated data set; and (3) 

determining truck payloads. 

The data collection program and analytical framework are designed to benchmark truck traffic trends on 

the CentrePort Network, but cannot be used to isolate truck traffic generated by CentrePort Canada. 

3.1 DATA COLLECTION PROGRAM 

Truck axle configuration and body type data were acquired at four sites situated on primary highways in 

Manitoba. At three of the sites, axle configuration and body type data were collected via manual 

roadside surveys. At the other site, data acquisition occurred by installing video monitoring equipment 

at an existing WIM site and then supplementing the WIM data set with axle configuration and body type 

data through manual video review. Each of the four resulting data sets has a common data structure to 

facilitate the analysis.  
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3.1.1 Manual Roadside Surveys 

In 2013, the University of Manitoba Transport Information Group conducted its most recent roadside 

survey at Manitoba’s three primary truck weigh scales, namely, at Headingley, West Hawk, and 

Emerson. Figure 6 shows the locations of these weigh scales, as well as the location of a piezoquartz 

WIM installation in northwest Winnipeg (see Section 3.1.2 for further details). This survey, which has 

been conducted periodically at these scales in the past, provides a detailed database of truck 

characteristics, including gross vehicle and axle weights, truck configuration, and truck body types. 

 

Figure 6: Location of Manitoba Primary Weigh Scales and Piezoquartz WIM Stations 

The Headingley weigh scale is located approximately 7.5 km (4.7 mi.) west of Winnipeg on the Trans 

Canada Highway (Manitoba’s major east-west truck route). The scale processes both intra‐provincial and 
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inter‐provincial truck traffic 24 hours per day on weekdays, subject to the availability of officers. The 

data collection at this scale began Wednesday, August 14, 2013 at 16:00 and ended Friday, August 16, 

2013 at 16:00. During this time period, 2265 articulated trucks were observed over 48 hours, mostly 

operating in the eastbound direction. 

Due to its location near the Manitoba-Ontario border, the West Hawk scale processes primarily 

inter‐provincial truck traffic on the Trans Canada Highway. The hours of operation of the West Hawk 

scale are subject to the availability of officers and are not consistent on a day‐to‐day or week‐to‐week 

basis. The data collection at this scale involved two 14‐hour counts on Thursday, July 11, 2013 and 

Friday, July 12, 2013. During this time period, 1177 articulated trucks were observed over 28 hours, 

distributed nearly evenly in the eastbound and westbound directions. 

The Emerson weigh scale is located approximately 2 km (1.3 mi.) north of the Canada‐U.S.A. border on 

Highway 75 (Manitoba’s primary connection to the U.S.A. via Interstate 29). Due to its location, the scale 

processes primarily international truck traffic. Thus, truck traffic passing the scale are effectively 

required to comply with both Canadian and U.S.A. truck size and weight law. The data collection at this 

scale began on Monday, August 12, 2013 at 08:00 and ended on Wednesday, August 14, 2013 at 08:00. 

During this time period, 1157 articulated trucks were observed over 48 hours, mostly in the northbound 

direction. 

3.1.2 Video WIM Sample 

A video survey was conducted at a newly installed and calibrated piezoquartz WIM device on Provincial 

Trunk Highway 190, a major four-lane divided truck route accessing the northwest portion of the 
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Winnipeg urban area. Figure 6 shows the location of this WIM installation and its proximity to the three 

primary truck weigh scales. The survey was designed to produce data similar to those available from the 

manual roadside surveys. Five main steps were required to generate this data set. 

1. WIM equipment installation and calibration: In September 2014, new WIM and vehicle 

classification equipment were installed on PTH 190 just east of PTH 101 near Summit Road. This 

installation, referred to as Station 99, provided an opportunity to analyze axle configuration, 

truck body type, and truck weight characteristics at a location in close proximity to CentrePort 

during a sample time period within months of the opening of PTH 190. The equipment at this 

site includes piezoquartz WIM sensors with 100 m of cable, a temperature sensor, and the 

accompanying processing and storage apparatus. The WIM sensors were installed in the 

westbound driving lane on PTH 190 (see Figure 7). In addition to the WIM sensors, three 

automatic vehicle classifiers (Class 2 BL sensors) were installed at this location, one in each of 

the westbound passing, eastbound driving, and eastbound passing lanes. Following installation, 

calibration of the WIM equipment was performed on September 25, 2014 by Manitoba 

Infrastructure field staff. After calibration, the WIM was used to weigh a truck with a known 

GVW as it passed over the device 10 times. Relative to the known GVW, these measurements 

had an average error  of -0.03 percent and a standard deviation of 1.68 percent.  
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Figure 7: WIM Installation in Westbound Driving Lane at Station 99 

2. Installation of video monitoring equipment: Video monitoring equipment was temporarily 

installed at Station 99 to determine the body type of trucks that use PTH 190. The video also 

enabled a ground truth for the data collected by the WIM installation. In discussion with 

Manitoba Infrastructure’s Traffic Engineering Branch, it was determined that Miovision® 

cameras would provide the most accurate way of recording video at the site. One Miovision® 

camera was set up at Station 99 to record the vehicles over a 72-hour period from September 

30, 2014 at 12:00 a.m. to October 2, 2014 at 12:00 a.m. Figure 8 shows an example screen shot 

from the Miovision camera. 
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Truck characteristics 

 
Type: 
Class: 
Number of axles: 
Axle configuration: 
Body type: 

 
Turnpike double 
13 
9 
3-S2-4 
Refrigerated van 

Figure 8: Screenshot of Miovision® Video Log 

3. WIM data extraction: Station 99 monitors traffic on PTH 190 continuously. However, to facilitate 

the truck body type analysis, only a 72-hour sample of data was extracted. This 72-hour sample 

period matched the period for which video was available at the site (i.e., September 30, 2014 at 

12:00 a.m. to October 2, 2014 at 12:00 a.m.). The resulting data table from the WIM device 

contained the data elements listed in Table 3.  

Table 3: WIM Data Elements 

- year, 
- month, 
- day, 
- hour, 
- minute, 
- second, 
- thousands of seconds, 
- vehicle number, 
- sort decision, 
- error code, 
- status code, 
- record type, 
- lane, 
- speed, 
- vehicle class, 

- vehicle type, 
- maximum allowed vehicle 

length, 
- length, 
- front bumper spacing, 
- rear bumper spacing, 
- maximum allowed GVW, 
- GVW, 
- ESAL, 
- maximum allowed weight for 

axle 1, 
- weight of axle 1, 
- axle group to which axle 1 

belongs, 
- axle 1 footprint, 

- axle 1 violations, 
- axle spacing 1 – 2, 
- maximum allowed weight for 

axle 2, 
- ....., 
- axle 14 violations, 
- external data tag 1, 
- external data item 

information 1, 
- ....., 
- external data tag n, 
- external data item 

information n, 
- temperature 
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4. Record linkage using a constant timestamp offset: This step links the unique vehicle records 

produced by the WIM and video equipment for a 48-hour subset of the common 72-hour 

sample period. Time limitations precluded analysis of the full 72-hour sample. To establish the 

linkage, a manual record-by-record comparison of the WIM and the video timestamps was 

conducted. From this comparison, a constant offset of 1.5 seconds was observed between the 

timestamps on the WIM and video records; this offset was applied in the record linkage process. 

5. Populate the linked data set: The linked data set comprised all the data fields that were 

automatically generated by the WIM device, plus two additional fields that were populated 

based on the video log: axle configuration and body type. The axle nomenclature differs from a 

vehicle’s classification, but is nevertheless related to it. For example, a class 9 truck is most 

commonly a five-axle tractor semitrailer in a 3-S2 configuration (i.e., a three-axle tractor pulling 

a tandem semitrailer). Referring to Figure 8 above, the vehicle shown is a nine-axle turnpike 

double which falls into class 13 and is designated as a 3-S2-4 (i.e., a three-axle tractor pulling a 

tandem semitrailer and a second full trailer with four axles). The truck’s body type is also 

evident on the video log and is manually entered into the data set. For example, returning again 

to the photograph in Figure 8, the turnpike double shown has a refrigerated van (reefer) body 

type. In total, the linked data set comprises all 1872 articulated trucks observed during the 48-

hour period. 

3.1.3 Data Aggregation and Screening 

The data sets collected from the manual roadside surveys and the video WIM sample have an identical 

structure. This enabled aggregation of the four data sets for subsequent analysis. 
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Three data screening steps were applied: 

 The data set was screened for erroneous records such as those that were deemed to contain 

data entry errors or records with missing data. These records were removed from the data set. 

 Only truck in FHWA classes 9 through 13 (see Figure 9) were included in the analysis. Trucks 

identified as other classes were removed from the data set. 

 It was not possible to reliably distinguish between van and refrigerated van (reefer) body types. 

Unless otherwise stated, vehicles referred to as vans include those vans that have refrigeration 

units. 

 The data set contained a very small number of records of trucks with unusually low GVW. These 

records were examined by truck configuration/body type pair. Observations that were more 

than 1500 kg lighter than the next nearest recorded GVW were deemed outliers and were 

removed from the data set. 

 
FHWA Class 1 - Motorcycles 

 

FHWA Class 2 - Passenger 
Vehicles (With 1- or 2-Axle 
Trailers) 

 

FHWA Class 3 - 2-Axles, 4-Tire 
Single Units, Pickup or Van (With 
1- or 2-Axle Trailers) 

 

FHWA Class 4 - Buses 

 

FHWA Class 5 - 2D - 2 Axles, 6-
Tire Single Units (Includes 
Handicapped-Equipped Bus and 
Mini School Bus) 

 

FHWA Class 6 - 3 Axles, Single 
Unit 
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FHWA Class 7 - 4 or More Axles, 
Single Unit 

 

FHWA Class 8 - 3 to 4 Axles, 
Single Trailer 

 

FHWA Class 9 - 5 Axles, Single 
Trailer 

 

FHWA Class 10 - 6 or More Axles, 
Single Trailer 

 

FHWA Class 11 - 5 or Less Axles, 
Multi-Trailers 

 

FHWA Class 12 - 6 Axles, Multi-
Trailers 

 FHWA Class 13 - 7 or more Axles, 
Multi-Trailers 
 
 

 

 

Figure 9: FHWA 13 Vehicle Classification Scheme (University of Manitoba Transport Information Group, 2015)  

3.2 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 

The analytical framework comprises three main components: (1) characterization of the axle 

configurations observed in the aggregated data set; (2) characterization of the body types observed in 

the aggregated data set; and (3) determining truck payloads.  
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3.2.1 Axle Configurations 

The aggregated data set comprises approximately 6500 truck observations from the four data collection 

sites. Each record contains a field with the axle configuration designation. The nomenclature for the 

designation defines the truck configuration in terms of units and the number of axles per unit. Each unit 

is classified as a power unit, semitrailer, or full trailer. For articulated truck configurations, a tractor 

provides power and is normally connected to the trailing units via a fifth-wheel coupler. A semitrailer 

relies on the axles of an adjacent unit—the power unit, a trailer, or another semitrailer—to support its 

load. A fifth-wheel coupler normally provides the connection. The nomenclature uses an “S” to denote a 

semitrailer. A full trailer is a self-supporting unit (i.e., the unit’s axles support the entire unit’s load). The 

notation uses hyphens to distinguish between the units. The number of axles attached to each unit is 

explicitly listed in the axle configuration nomenclature. 

Consider the following two examples in Figure 10. The figure shows (a) a common five-axle tractor 

semitrailer and (b) an eight-axle B-train double. The five-axle tractor semitrailer contains two units: a 

three-axle power unit (one steering axle, one tandem axle) and a semitrailer with a tandem axle at the 

rear of the semitrailer connected to the power unit with a fifth-wheel coupler. Thus, the configuration is 

designated as a 3-S2. Similarly, the eight-axle B-train double contains three units: a three-axle power 

unit (one steering axle, one tandem axle), a semitrailer with a tridem axle at the rear connected to the 

power unit with a fifth-wheel coupler, and a second semitrailer with a tandem axle at the rear 

connected to the lead semitrailer with a fifth-wheel coupler. Thus, the configuration is designated as a 

3-S3-S2. 
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Five-axle tractor semitrailer (3-S2) 

 
Eight-axle B-train double (3-S3-S2) 

(a) (b) 

Figure 10: Axle Configuration Nomenclature Examples 

Nearly all truck configurations can be designated using this nomenclature. However, certain 

configurations are occasionally observed that cannot easily be described using this system; these are 

classified as “other” in the database. Moreover, there are cases in which trucks with different axle 

configurations cannot be uniquely distinguished with this system. For example, a trailer with four axles 

can have a single axle at the front and a tridem axle at the rear or a tandem axle at both the front and 

the rear. The nomenclature cannot uniquely distinguish these configurations. 

Table 4 describes common articulated axle configurations that are known to operate on Manitoba’s 

provincial highway network (Regehr, Montufar, & Clayton, 2009; Manitoba Infrastructure and 

Transportation, 2016). To add context, the table includes the FHWA vehicle class, and the axle load and 

gross vehicle weight (GVW) limits applicable on RTAC highways in Manitoba. 

Table 4: Common Manitoba Articulated Axle Configurations 

Axle configuration Additional Information 

 
Five-axle tractor semitrailer 

Axle configuration: 
Number of axles: 
FHWA vehicle class: 
Steering axle weight limit (kg): 
Tandem axle weight limit (kg): 
Gross vehicle weight limit (kg): 

3-S2 
5 
9 
6,000 
17,000 
40,000 

 
Six-axle tractor semitrailer 

Axle configuration: 
Number of axles: 
FHWA vehicle class: 
Steering axle weight limit (kg): 
Tandem axle weight limit (kg): 

3-S3 
6 
10 
6,000 
17,000 
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Axle configuration Additional Information 
Tridem axle weight limit (kg): 
Gross vehicle weight limit (kg): 

24,000 
47,000 

 
Five-axle double 

Axle configuration: 
Number of axles: 
FHWA vehicle class: 
Steering axle weight limit (kg): 
Single axle weight limit (kg): 
Gross vehicle weight limit (kg): 

2-S1-2 
5 
11 
6,000 
9,100 
42,400 

 
Eight-axle A-train double 

Axle configuration: 
Number of axles: 
FHWA vehicle class: 
Steering axle weight limit (kg): 
Tandem axle weight limit (kg): 
Gross vehicle weight limit (kg): 

3-S2-3 
7 
12 
6,000 
17,000 
53,500 

 
Seven-axle B-train double 

Axle configuration: 
Number of axles: 
FHWA vehicle class: 
Steering axle weight limit (kg): 
Tandem axle weight limit (kg): 
Gross vehicle weight limit (kg): 

3-S2-S2 
7 
13 
6,000 
17,000 
57,000 

 
Eight-axle B-train double 

Axle configuration: 
Number of axles: 
FHWA vehicle class: 
Steering axle weight limit (kg): 
Tridem axle weight limit (kg): 
Gross vehicle weight limit (kg): 

3-S3-S2 
8 
13 
6,000 
24,000 
63,500 

 
Eight-axle Rocky Mountain double 

Axle configuration: 
Number of axles: 
FHWA vehicle class: 
Steering axle weight limit (kg): 
Tandem axle weight limit (kg): 
Gross vehicle weight limit (kg): 

3-S2-3 
8 
13 
6,000 
17,000 
53,500 

 
Eight-axle triple trailer combination 

Axle configuration: 
Number of axles: 
FHWA vehicle class: 
Steering axle weight limit (kg): 
Single axle weight limit (kg): 
Gross vehicle weight limit (kg): 

3-S1-2-2 
8 
13 
6,000 
9,100 
53,500 

 
Nine-axle turnpike double 

Axle configuration: 
Number of axles: 
FHWA vehicle class: 
Steering axle weight limit (kg): 
Tandem axle weight limit (kg): 
Gross vehicle weight limit (kg): 

3-S2-4 
9 
14 
6,000 
17,000 
63,500 
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3.2.2 Truck Body Types 

A truck’s body type refers to the particular design and construction of the truck’s cargo carrying unit that 

enables it to effectively perform a designated freight transport task. A truck’s body type is one factor 

which dictates the types of commodities it can haul. For this research, six body types are considered; 

these are illustrated in Table 5. To add context, the table lists typical commodities that are hauled by 

each body type. 

Table 5: Truck Body Types and Typical Commodities 

Body type Typical commodities 

 
Van / Refrigerated Van 

 

 Food and perishables 

 Palletized cargo 

 Electronics 

 
Flat Deck 

 

 Building materials (lumber, steel, etc.) 

 Equipment 

 
Hopper 

 

 Grain 

 Fertilizer 

 Dry bulk (fly ash, cement, etc.) 

 
Tanker 

 

 Liquid bulk (gasoline, milk, etc.) 

 Gas bulk (propane, oxygen, etc.) 
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Body type Typical commodities 

 
Dump 

 

 Gravel 

 Ore 

 Refuse 

 
Container 

 

 Freight of all kinds 

 Palletized cargo 

 Electronics 

3.2.3 Truck Payload 

Recent efforts have led to the development of methods for establishing truck payload information from 

collected data. Fekpe (2011) develops a four-step method which involves identifying truck 

configurations and body types, calculating percent distributions for each pairing, calculating average 

payloads by pairing, and finally calculating and applying a tonnage-to-trucks factor to determine 

payload. This method relies on data obtained from the Truck Inventory and Use Survey (TIUS). The 

method has been applied to the FAF model developed by the U.S. Federal Highway Administration 

(Battelle, 2011). More recently, technologies that can detect truck body type (using an inductive loop 

signature) have been deployed which, when combined with the capabilities of WIM devices, provide 

data concerning truck payload, truck body type, axle spacing, axle and gross vehicle weight, and truck 

volume (Hyun, Hernandez, & Tok, 2015). Researchers are working towards developing these systems to 

help convert payloads into truck volumes. 
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This research builds on the concept of relating truck body types and payloads, relying on a combination 

of manual observations (of truck body type) and automated detection of truck configuration and weight. 

Truck payloads cannot be directly observed at the primary weigh scales or the WIM site. Rather, the 

data enables a calculation of gross vehicle weight by summing the axle weight measurements which are 

directly observed for each vehicle. Consequently, to estimate the truck payloads, there is a need to first 

estimate the tare weight (empty weight) of a truck and then subtract the tare weight from the sum of all 

axle weights. Equation 1 depicts this procedure. 

     
 
      (Eq. 1) 

where: 

  = truck payload (kg) 

   = weight of axle i in the truck configuration (kg) 

  = tare weight (kg) 

  = number of axles in the truck configuration 

The tare weight of a truck depends on, inter alia, axle configuration, truck body type, material types 

used for manufacturing (e.g., steel versus aluminum trailers), on-board equipment, and fuel. Of these 

factors, axle configuration and truck body type are perhaps most influential (Logistics Solution Builders 

Inc., 2005) and can be directly observed. Therefore, it is necessary to account for these two factors 

when determining truck payloads. 

The procedure to determine truck payloads comprises seven (7) steps. 
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1. The first step calculates the GVW of each vehicle in the aggregated data set by summing that 

vehicle’s axle weight measurements. The GVW is recorded as a separate field in the data set. 

2. The second step identifies the predominant axle configuration – body type pairs observed in the 

data set. This is done by determining the observation frequency of each axle configuration – 

body type pair. As will be shown in Chapter 4, relatively few axle configuration – body type pairs 

comprise the majority of observations. For pragmatic purposes, in this analysis, all axle 

configuration – body type pairs representing more than one percent of the total observations 

are considered. All “other” axle configurations and body types are excluded. Table 6 identifies 

axle configuration – body type pairs that met this criterion. 

Table 6: Axle Configuration - Body Type Pairs 

Axle Configuration – Body Type Pairs 

3-S2 3-S3 3-S3-S2 3-S2-4 

 Container 

 Dump 

 Flat Deck 

 Hopper 

 Tanker 

 Van/reefer 

 Container 

 Dump 

 Flat Deck 

 Hopper 

 Tanker 

 Van/reefer 

 Dump 

 Flat Deck 

 Hopper 

 Tanker 

 Van/reefer 
 

 

3. The third step develops probability density functions of GVW observations for the predominant 

axle configuration – body type pairs. These functions utilize load bins of 500 kg. For illustrative 

purposes, Figure 11 shows the probability density function of GVW observations for all 3-S2 vans 

observations. 
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Figure 11: Probability Density Function of 3-S2 Van GVW Observations 

4. In this step, a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) procedure is applied to the GVW distribution of 

each axle configuration – body type pair to identify and distinguish empty, partially-loaded, and 

loaded observations. A GMM is a linear equation made up of a mixing proportion and Gaussian 

distribution components as shown in Equation 2 (Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2009). 

                   
           (Eq. 2) 

 

where:  

  is the number of mixture components,   = 1… , where   = {2,3} 

           is the Gaussian distribution of component   with mean   and 

covariance matrix    

    is the mixing proportion of the  th component such that         
    

 

To estimate a GMM, the number of components used in modelling must be predetermined. The 

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is a commonly used tool to determine the number of best-fit 

components in a GMM. AIC is a useful tool in measuring the quality of statistical models (Hastie, 
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Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2009) and in the case of this research, accounts for the number of 

mixture components in the model. For each axle configuration – body type pair, two and three 

component GMMs were estimated and the one with the lower AIC was selected as the best fit 

model. Based on the data collected for this research, all axle configuration – body type pairs had 

a lower AIC with the three component mixture models than the two component mixture 

models, except for 3-S2 containers. 

 

5. This step involves determining the payload distribution for each axle configuration – body type 

pair. Once the GMM model has been applied to the GVW distribution, the next step is to 

remove those trucks considered to be empty (i.e., as represented by the component with the 

lowest mean) so that only trucks that carry at least some payload (i.e., all laden trucks) remain. 

For some axle configuration – body type pairs, the distinction between empty and loaded trucks 

is readily-apparent. In other cases, observations of partially-loaded trucks make this distinction 

less apparent. To ensure consistent and repeatable results, for each axle configuration – body 

type pair, all trucks with observed GVWs less than two (2) standard deviations greater than the 

mean of the lowest distribution component are considered empty and are removed from the 

data set. To illustrate, consider the standard normal distribution shown in Figure 12. If this 

distribution represents the lowest component of the overall GVW distribution (as identified by 

the GMM procedure), all records comprising the blue shaded portion of the distribution would 

be considered empty and thus removed from the data set. The remaining observations would be 

considered trucks carrying at least some load. This blue shaded portion represents 97.7 percent 

of the distribution depicted in the figure.  
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Figure 12: Illustration of the Identification of Empty Trucks 

6. The identification of the empty trucks in Step 5 enables the calculation of the mean tare weight 

for each axle configuration – body type pair. Once the mean tare weight is determined, this 

value is subtracted from the observed GVW for all trucks that carry at least some payload. The 

difference is the estimated payload. Equation 3 depicts this procedure. 

                     (Eq. 3) 

where: 

     = payload for truck i of axle configuration j and body type k (kg) 

MEAN 1σ 2σ 

The shaded area 
comprises the 
observations that 
were considered 
empty. These 
observations 
represent 97.7% 
of this 
distribution. 
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       = gross vehicle weight for truck i of axle configuration j and body type k (kg) 

        = mean tare weight for axle configuration j and body type k (kg) 

 

7. Finally, the estimated payloads for all truck observations in each predominant axle configuration 

– body type pair are arranged into a probability density function. The mean payload can be 

determined from this dataset. 
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4. ANALYSIS RESULTS 

This chapter describes the pertinent relationships observed between truck axle configuration, truck 

body type, and payload. The chapter also discusses the implications of the analytical results for public 

transportation agencies supporting the development of inland ports. 

4.1 PREDOMINANT AXLE CONFIGURATIONS AND BODY TYPES 

This section presents aggregated results concerning predominant axle configurations and body types 

observed at all four data collection sites and also disaggregates these results by site. To simplify the 

analysis and presentation of results, the data sets were normalized to focus on the most common axle 

configurations and body types; all other configurations and body types are categorized as ‘other’.  

4.1.1 Aggregated Results 

As shown in Figure 13, four axle configurations predominate: five-axle tractor semitrailers (3-S2s) 

represent 59% of the total observed articulated trucks at the four sample sites, six-axle tractor 

semitrailers (3-S3s) represent 19%, nine-axle turnpike doubles (3-S2-4s) represent 8%, and eight-axle B-

trains (3-S3-S2s) represent 7%. Together, these four configurations comprise 93% of the observed 

articulated trucks. In terms of body types, the six most common observed types were: vans/reefers (63% 

of observations), flat decks (16%), hoppers and dumps (each at 6%), tankers (4%), and containers (2%). 

Together, these six body types comprise 97% of the observed articulated trucks. Table 5 lists typical 

commodities carried by each of these body types and the industries with which they are typically 

associated in the Manitoba context. 
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Configuration  Body type Typical commodities 
Typical 
industries 

 
Five-axle tractor semitrailer, 3-S2 

 (59%) 
 
Six-axle tractor semitrailer, 3-S3 

 (19%) 
 
Nine-axle turnpike double, 3-S2-4 

 (8%) 
 
Eight-axle B-train double 

 (7%) 

 Vans/reefers a 
(63%) 

Palletized cargo 
Refrigerated goods 

Retail 
Produce 

Flat decks 
(16%)  

Equipment 
Building supplies 

Construction 
Manufacturing 

Hoppers 
(6%) 

Grain 
Granular fertilizer 

Agriculture 

Tankers 
(4%) 

Petroleum products 
Chemicals 

Petroleum 
Chemical 

Dumps 
(6%) 

Aggregate 
Grain 
Refuse 

Construction 
Agriculture 

Containers 
(2%) 

Palletized cargo 
Freight of all kinds 

Retail 

Figure 13: Total axle configuration and body type distributions and typical commodities and industries 

Note: 
a
 Vans and refrigerated vans (reefers) are combined for this analysis as they could not be reliably 

distinguished during data collection.
 

  

4.1.2 Headingley Results 

During the 48-hour survey period in August 2013, 2265 articulated trucks were observed, mostly in the 

eastbound direction. Figure 14 and Figure 15 show the total axle configuration and body type 

distributions evident from the survey data, respectively. Key findings follow: 

 The most common vehicle type observed at the scale is the 3-S2 configuration; these trucks 

account for nearly half (48 percent) of the observed articulated trucks. Over three-quarters (78 

percent) of 3-S2s operate with vans or refrigerated vans (reefers). 

 The second most common vehicle configuration is the 3-S3 accounting for 21 percent of the 

observed articulated trucks. Because 3-S3 trucks are more commonly used to move heavier 
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(higher density) goods, their body type distribution is different than the 3-S2. The two most 

common body types are vans or refrigerated vans (39 percent of 3-S3s) and flat decks (30 

percent of 3-S3s).  

 The Turnpike double is the third most common configuration at the Headingley scale. The 3-S2-4 

configuration is the most common Turnpike double and represented 13 percent of the observed 

articulated trucks. Essentially all Turnpike doubles operate with van or refrigerated van body 

types.  

 The 8-axle B-train (3-S3-S2) is the fourth most common configuration, accounting for 12 percent 

of the total observed articulated trucks. The most commonly observed body types on these 

configurations are the flat deck, hopper, and tanker comprising 30, 30, and 23 percent of 

observations, respectively. 

 In terms of the overall body type distribution for articulated trucks at the Headingley scale, vans 

or refrigerated vans are most prevalent (63 percent), followed by flat decks (16 percent), 

hoppers (5 percent), tankers (5 percent), dumps (3 percent), and containers (2 percent). 
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Figure 14: Axle Configuration and Body Type Distribution, Headingley Weigh Scale, 2013 Sample 
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Figure 15: Body Type Distribution, Headingley Weigh Scale, 2013 Sample 

4.1.3 West Hawk Results 

During the 28-hour survey period in July 2013, 1177 articulated trucks were observed, distributed nearly 

evenly in the eastbound and westbound directions. Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the total axle 

configuration and body type distributions evident from the survey data, respectively. Key findings 

follow: 
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 The most common vehicle type observed at the scale is the 3-S2 configuration; these trucks 

account for approximately two-thirds (64 percent) of the observed articulated trucks. 

Approximately 83 percent of these vehicles operate with vans or refrigerated vans (reefers).  

 The second most common vehicle configuration is the 3-S3, accounting for one-quarter 25 

percent of the observed articulated trucks. The two most common body types for 3-S3s are flat 

decks (47 percent of 3-S3s) and vans or refrigerated vans (37 percent of 3-S3s). 

 The 8-axle B-train (3-S3-S2) is the third most common axle configuration, accounting for 

approximately eight (8) percent of the observed articulated trucks. The most commonly 

observed body types on these configurations are the flat deck, tanker, and hopper comprising 

61, 32, and 6 percent of the 3-S3-S2 observations, respectively. 

 Since LCVs are not permitted into Ontario, no LCVs were observed at this scale. 

 In terms of the overall body type distribution for articulated trucks at the West Hawk scale, vans 

or refrigerated vans are most prevalent (64 percent), followed by flat decks (25 percent), 

tankers (5 percent), dumps (2 percent), and hoppers (1 percent). No containers were observed. 
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Figure 16: Axle Configuration and Body Type Distribution, West Hawk Weigh Scale, 2013 Sample 
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Figure 17: Body Type Distribution, West Hawk Weigh Scale, 2013 Sample 

4.1.4 Emerson Results 

During the 48-hour survey period in August 2013, 1157 articulated trucks were observed, mostly in the 

northbound direction. Figure 18 and Figure 19 show the total axle configuration and body type 

distributions evident from the survey data, respectively. Key findings follow: 

 The most common vehicle type observed at the scale is the 3-S2 configuration; these trucks 
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percent of these vehicles operate with vans or refrigerated vans (reefers), 15 percent with flat 

decks, 14 percent with hoppers, and five (5) percent with tankers.  

 The second most common vehicle configuration is the 3-S3, accounting for approximately 10 

percent of the observed articulated trucks. The most common body types for these 

configurations are hoppers and flat decks, comprising approximately 53 and 29 percent of the 3-

S3 observations, respectively, of the observed 3-S3 configurations. 

 The 8-axle B-train (3-S3-S2) is relatively uncommon at the Emerson scale, accounting for 

approximately one (1) percent of the total truck traffic. Of the 17 observations, 14 (82 percent) 

were hoppers.  

 Since LCVs with typical Canadian weights and dimensions are not permitted into the United 

States, very few LCVs were observed at this scale. 

 In terms of the overall body type distribution for articulated trucks at the Emerson scale, vans or 

refrigerated vans are most prevalent (55 percent), followed by hoppers (19 percent), flat decks 

(16 percent), tankers (5 percent), and containers (1 percent). No dumps were observed. 
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Figure 18: Axle Configuration and Body Type Distribution, Emerson Weigh Scale, 2013 Sample 
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Figure 19: Body Type Distribution, Emerson Weigh Scale, 2013 Sample 
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 The most common vehicle type observed at the site is the 3-S2 configuration; these trucks 

account for approximately 57 percent of the observed articulated trucks. Approximately three-

quarters (71 percent) of these vehicles operate with vans or refrigerated vans (reefers), 18 

percent with dumps, and eight (8) percent with flat decks.  

 The second most common vehicle configuration is the 3-S3, accounting for 17 percent of the 

observed articulated trucks. The most common body types for these configurations are vans or 

refrigerated vans (41 percent of 3-S3s), flat decks (20 percent of 3-S3s), containers (16 percent 

of 3-S3s), and dumps (16 percent of 3-S3s). 

 The Turnpike double is the third most common configuration at the site. The 3-S2-4 

configuration is the most common Turnpike double and represented 12 percent of the observed 

articulated trucks. All Turnpike doubles operate with van or refrigerated van body types. 

 The 8-axle B-train (3-S3-S2) is the fourth most common configuration, accounting for five (5) 

percent of the total observed articulated trucks. The most commonly observed body types on 

these configurations are the flat deck and hopper, comprising 46 and 31 percent of the 3-S3-S2 

observations, respectively. 

 In terms of the overall body type distribution for articulated trucks at the WIM site, vans or 

refrigerated vans are most prevalent (67 percent), followed by dumps (14 percent), flat decks 

(10 percent), containers (3 percent), hoppers (2 percent), and tankers (2 percent). 
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Figure 20: Axle Configuration and Body Type Distribution, Station 99 on PTH 190, 2014 Sample 
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Figure 21: Body Type Distribution, Station 99 on PTH 190, 2014 Sample 

4.1.6 Analysis Limitations and Summary of Findings 

The foregoing analysis is subject to two principal limitations. First, because automated body type 

detection equipment was unavailable, the data analyzed in this research stem from 48-hour samples at 

four separate sites. As a result, any day-of-week or seasonal variations in the distribution of axle 

configurations and body types were not captured. Second, because of the nature and physical layout of 

the survey sites, three of the four samples were derived from (primarily) a single direction of truck 

traffic flow. Therefore, the observed distributions are not sensitive to directional variations. 
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Despite these limitations, the following points summarize the key findings concerning the relationship 

between axle configuration and truck body type: 

 For 3-S2s, vans/reefers represent the majority of body types at all sites, although at Emerson, 

where the utilization of configurations other than 3-S2s is limited by U.S. truck size and weight 

law, these configurations act more as a workhorse vehicle, hauling a broader range of 

commodities. 

 The body type distribution for 3-S3s is the most diverse. As with the 3-S2 fleet, vans/reefers still 

represent the largest proportion of body types, but substantial portions of the fleet utilize other 

body types such as flat decks, containers, hoppers, and tankers. This reflects the utilization of 

this configuration for hauling a range of commodities, from palletized freight to bulk 

commodities. 

 Turnpike doubles, where they are permitted, are effectively always operated as a van/reefer 

body type. The cubic capacity of these configurations when operating a van/reefer body type is 

well-suited for hauling low-density cargo.   

 In contrast, B-trains almost never operate with vans/reefers regardless of where they are 

observed. These vehicles are designed for hauling heavy equipment and high-density bulk 

commodities; therefore, flat decks, hoppers, and tankers are the most commonly used body 

types.  

4.2 TRUCK PAYLOADS FOR PREDOMINANT AXLE CONFIGURATION – BODY TYPE PAIRS 

This section presents the results of the truck payload analysis for the 17 predominant axle configuration 

– body type pairs (see Table 6). For each pair, two figures and accompanying summary statistics are 
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shown: (1) the GVW distribution with the GMM results; and (2) the payload distribution. Specifically, the 

GVW relative frequency distributions include the observed data, the estimated GMM, the GMM 

components, the GVW data sample size, and the assumed maximum GVW for empty trucks (i.e., the 

green unloaded cutoff line, which is the upper bound of 97.7 percent of the observations in the lowest 

GMM component). The payload frequency distributions include the payload data sample size (always 

less than the GVW data sample size) and the mean payload. The results are based on the aggregated 

data set from all four data collection sites. The next four sub-sections provide results for 3-S2s, 3-S3s, 3-

S3-S2s, and 3-S2-4s, respectively. The final two sub-sections discuss the analysis limitations and 

summarize the key findings of the analysis. The distributions that follow include all data from the 

analysis including those distributions in which the values intersect the maximum frequency axis value. 

4.2.1 Five-Axle Tractor Semitrailers (3-S2s) 

The following paragraphs and figures present the payload analysis results for 3-S2s with the following 

body types: containers, dumps, flat decks, hoppers, tankers, and vans/reefers.  

 Figure 22 shows the GVW relative frequency distribution and the payload frequency distribution 

for 3-S2s with container body types. A total of 36 trucks were observed, 12 (33 percent) of 

which were considered to be carrying some load. The mean tare weight and payload for 3-S2 

containers are approximately 18,800 kg and 12,800 kg, respectively. More than half the sampled 

trucks are considered empty. Given the relatively small sample size, the loading patterns 

revealed by these results may not represent actual loading patterns for these vehicles. 

 Figure 23 shows the GVW relative frequency distribution and the payload frequency distribution 

for 3-S2s with dump body types. A total of 219 trucks were observed, 150 (68 percent) of which 
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were considered to be carrying some load. The mean tare weight and payload for 3-S2 dumps 

are approximately 15,400 kg and 21,000 kg, respectively. The results reveal that nearly all of 

these trucks can be categorized as either empty or fully-loaded.  

 Figure 24 shows the GVW relative frequency distribution and the payload frequency distribution 

for 3-S2s with flat deck body types. A total of 425 trucks were observed, 321 (76 percent) of 

which were considered empty. The mean tare weight and payload for 3-S2 flat decks are 

approximately 14,900 kg and 14,300 kg, respectively. The results reveal that the majority of 

these trucks can be categorized as either empty or fully-loaded, but also provide evidence of 

partially-loaded movements. 

 Figure 25 shows the GVW relative frequency distribution and the payload frequency distribution 

for 3-S2s with hopper body types. A total of 165 trucks were observed, 130 (79 percent) of 

which were considered to be carrying some load. The mean tare weight and payload for 3-S2 

hoppers are approximately 12,800 kg and 21,200 kg, respectively. The results reveal that nearly 

all of these trucks can be categorized as either empty or fully-loaded.  

 Figure 26 shows the GVW relative frequency distribution and the payload frequency distribution 

for 3-S2s with tanker body types. A total of 89 trucks were observed, 50 (56 percent) of which 

were considered to be carrying some load. The mean tare weight and payload for 3-S2 tankers 

are approximately 13,400 kg and 18,400 kg, respectively. The results reveal that nearly all of 

these trucks can be categorized as either empty or fully-loaded.  

 Figure 27 shows the GVW relative frequency distribution and the payload frequency distribution 

for 3-S2s with van/reefer body types. A total of 2,798 trucks were observed, 2246 (80 percent) 

of which were considered to be carrying some load. The mean tare weight and payload for 3-S2 

vans/reefers are approximately 15,700 kg and 12,700 kg, respectively. The results reveal that 
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the majority of these trucks can be categorized as either empty or fully-loaded, but also provide 

evidence of partially-loaded movements. 

 

Figure 22: GVW Relative Frequency and Payload Frequency Distributions for 3-S2 Containers 
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Figure 23: GVW Relative Frequency and Payload Frequency Distributions for 3-S2 Dumps 
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Figure 24: GVW Relative Frequency and Payload Frequency Distributions for 3-S2 Flat Decks 
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Figure 25: GVW Relative Frequency and Payload Frequency Distribution for 3-S2 Hoppers 
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Figure 26: GVW Relative Frequency and Payload Frequency Distribution for 3-S2 Tankers 
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Figure 27: GVW Relative Frequency and Payload Frequency Distribution for 3-S2 Vans/Reefers 
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4.2.2 Six-Axle Tractor Semitrailers (3-S3s) 

The following paragraphs and figures present the payload analysis results for 3-S3s with the following 

body types: containers, dumps, flat decks, hoppers, tankers, and vans/reefers. 

 Figure 28 shows the GVW relative frequency distribution and the payload frequency distribution 

for 3-S3s with container body types. A total of 74 trucks were observed, 31 (42 percent) of 

which were considered to be carrying some load. The mean tare weight and payload for 3-S3 

containers are approximately 18,900 kg and 18,000 kg, respectively. The results reveal that 

nearly all of these trucks can be categorized as either empty or fully-loaded. More than half the 

sampled trucks are considered empty. 

 Figure 29 shows the GVW relative frequency distribution and the payload frequency distribution 

for 3-S3s with dump body types. A total of 78 trucks were observed, 49 (63 percent) of which 

were considered to be carrying some load. The mean tare weight and payload for 3-S3 dumps 

are approximately 16,900 kg and 26,200 kg, respectively. The results reveal that nearly all of 

these trucks can be categorized as either empty or fully-loaded. 

 Figure 30 shows the GVW relative frequency distribution and the payload frequency distribution 

for 3-S3s with flat deck body types. A total of 386 trucks were observed, 177 (46 percent) of 

which were considered to be carrying some load. The mean tare weight and payload for 3-S3 

flat decks are approximately 19,800 kg and 17,100 kg, respectively. The results reveal that the 

majority of these trucks can be categorized as either empty or fully-loaded, but also provide 

evidence of partially-loaded movements. 

 Figure 31 shows the GVW relative frequency distribution and the payload frequency distribution 

for 3-S3s with hopper body types. A total of 83 trucks were observed, 58 (70 percent) of which 
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were considered to be carrying some load. The mean tare weight and payload for 3-S3 hoppers 

are approximately 14,300 kg and 24,800 kg, respectively. The results reveal that nearly all of 

these trucks can be categorized as either empty or fully-loaded. 

 Figure 32 shows the GVW relative frequency distribution and the payload frequency distribution 

for 3-S3s with tanker body types. A total of 46 trucks were observed, 30 (65 percent) of which 

were considered to be carrying some load. The mean tare weight and payload for 3-S3 tankers 

are approximately 16,100 kg and 20,100 kg, respectively. Given the relatively small sample size, 

the loading patterns revealed by these results may not represent actual loading patterns for 

these vehicles. 

 Figure 33 shows the GVW relative frequency distribution and the payload frequency distribution 

for 3-S3s with van/reefer body types. A total of 432 trucks were observed, 289 (67 percent) of 

which were considered to be carrying some load. The mean tare weight and payload for 3-S3 

vans/reefers are approximately 18,000 kg and 18,100 kg, respectively. The results reveal that 

the majority of these trucks can be categorized as either empty or fully-loaded, but also provide 

evidence of partially-loaded movements. 
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Figure 28: GVW Relative Frequency and Payload Frequency Distributions for 3-S3 Containers 
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Figure 29: GVW Relative Frequency and Payload Frequency Distributions for 3-S3 Dumps  
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Figure 30: GVW Relative Frequency and Payload Frequency Distributions for 3-S3 Flat Decks 
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Figure 31: GVW Relative Frequency and Payload Frequency Distributions for 3-S3 Hoppers 
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Figure 32: GVW Relative Frequency and Payload Frequency Distributions for 3-S3 Tankers  
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Figure 33: GVW Relative Frequency and Payload Frequency Distributions for 3-S3 Vans/Reefers 
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4.2.3 Eight-Axle B-Trains (3-S3-S2s) 

The following paragraphs and figures present the payload analysis results for 3-S3-S2s with the following 

body types: dumps, flat decks, hoppers, and tankers. 

 Figure 34 shows the GVW relative frequency distribution and the payload frequency distribution 

for 3-S3-S2s with dump body types. A total of 43 trucks were observed, 30 (70 percent) of which 

were considered to be carrying some load. The mean tare weight and payload for 3-S3-S2 

dumps are approximately 21,600 kg and 37,300 kg, respectively. The results reveal that nearly 

all of these trucks can be categorized as either empty or fully-loaded; however, given the 

relatively small sample size, the loading patterns revealed by these results may not represent 

actual loading patterns for these vehicles. 

 Figure 35 shows the GVW relative frequency distribution and the payload frequency distribution 

for 3-S3-S2s with flat deck body types. A total of 180 trucks were observed, 154 (86 percent) of 

which were considered to be carrying some load. The mean tare weight and payload for 3-S3-S2 

flat decks are approximately 19,900 kg and 32,000 kg, respectively. The results reveal that the 

majority of these trucks can be categorized as either empty or fully-loaded, but also provide 

evidence of partially-loaded movements. 

 Figure 36 shows the GVW relative frequency distribution and the payload frequency distribution 

for 3-S3-S2s with hopper body types. A total of 126 trucks were observed, 69 (55 percent) of 

which were considered to be carrying some load. The mean tare weight and payload for 3-S3-S2 

hoppers are approximately 18,300 kg and 38,700 kg, respectively. The results reveal that nearly 

all of these trucks can be categorized as either empty or fully-loaded. 
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 Figure 37 shows the GVW relative frequency distribution and the payload frequency distribution 

for 3-S3-S2s with tanker body types. A total of 91 trucks were observed, 63 (69 percent) of 

which were considered to be carrying some load. The mean tare weight and payload for 3-S3-S2 

tankers are approximately 20,600 kg and 38,200 kg, respectively. The results reveal that nearly 

all of these trucks can be categorized as either empty or fully-loaded. 
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Figure 34: GVW Relative Frequency and Payload Frequency Distributions for 3-S3-S2 Dumps 
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Figure 35: GVW Relative Frequency and Payload Frequency Distributions for 3-S3-S2 Flat Decks 
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Figure 36: GVW Relative Frequency and Payload Frequency Distributions for 3-S3-S2 Hoppers 
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Figure 37: GVW Relative Frequency and Payload Frequency Distributions for 3-S3-S2 Tankers 
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4.2.4 Nine-Axle Turnpike Doubles (3-S2-4s) 

Figure 38 shows the GVW relative frequency distribution and the payload frequency distribution for 3-

S2-4s with van/reefer body types. A total of 506 trucks were observed, 454 (90 percent) of which were 

considered to be carrying some load. The mean tare weight and payload for 3-S2-4 vans/reefers are 

approximately 25,400 kg and 22,500 kg, respectively. The results provide evidence that most 

movements by 3-S2-4 vans/reefers contain at least some load, but relatively few load to the GVW limit 

of 63,500 kg.  
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Figure 38: GVW Relative Frequency and Payload Frequency Distributions for 3-S2-4 Vans/Reefers 
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4.2.5 Analysis Limitations 

The foregoing analysis is subject to three principal limitations. First, because automated body type and 

truck weight detection equipment was unavailable, the data analyzed in this research stem from 48-

hour samples at four separate sites. As a result, any day-of-week or seasonal variations in the 

distribution of axle configuration, body types, and payloads were not captured. 

Second, because of the nature and physical layout of the survey sites, three of the four samples were 

derived from (primarily) a single direction of truck traffic flow. Therefore, the observed distributions are 

not sensitive to directional variations. 

Third, as described in Section 3.2.3, the GMM results do not clearly distinguish between empty trucks 

and those which carry a small payload. Thus, it was necessary to define a tare weight limit based on the 

characteristics of the distribution of the lowest GMM component. To facilitate the foregoing analysis, 

this limit was set as two (2) standard deviations above the mean of the lowest GMM component; thus, 

97.7 percent of the observations within the lowest GMM component were considered empty trucks. A 

qualitative assessment of the data supported the selection of this limit. Nevertheless, it is instructive to 

test the sensitivity of the results to this selection. Specifically, mean payloads for each axle 

configuration-body type pair were re-calculated with the following two assumptions: 

1. The tare weight limit was set at 1.7 standard deviations above the mean, so that 95.5 percent of 

the observations within the lowest GMM component were considered empty trucks. 

2. The tare weight limit was set at 3 standard deviations above the mean, so that 99.9 percent of 

the observations within the lowest GMM component were considered empty trucks. 
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Tables 7 through 10 provide the sensitivity analysis results by body type for 3-S2s, 3-S3s, 3-S3-S2s, and 3-

S2-4s, respectively. Nearly all of the mean payloads deviated from the base case (i.e., assuming the 

original cut-off at two standard deviations above the mean) by plus or minus two percent or less. In two 

cases, this deviation reached plus or minus five percent. These results show that, in general, the mean 

payloads are insensitive to the definition of the tare weight limit. 

Table 7: Sensitivity Analysis Results for Five-Axle Tractor Semitrailers (3-S2s) 

Body Type Percent Difference in 
Mean Payload Relative 
to Base Case (Cut-off at 
1.7σ) 

Mean Payload for Base 
Case (Cut-off at 2σ) (kg) 

Percent Difference in 
Mean Payload Relative 
to Base Case (Cut-off at 
3σ) 

Container -5 12,788 1 

Dump 0 20,986 2 

Flat Deck -1 14,258 1 

Hopper 0 21,196 0 

Tanker -2 18,428 1 

Van/Reefer 0 12,740 1 
 

Table 8: Sensitivity Analysis Results for Six-Axle Tractor Semitrailers (3-S3s) 

Body Type Percent Difference in 
Mean Payload Relative 
to Base Case (Cut-off at 
1.7σ) 

Mean Payload for Base 
Case (Cut-off at 2σ) (kg) 

Percent Difference in 
Mean Payload Relative 
to Base Case (Cut-off at 
3σ) 

Container -2 18,001 2 

Dump 0 26,190 0 

Flat Deck -1 17,059 2 

Hopper 0 24,827 1 

Tanker -2 20,125 2 

Van/Reefer 0 18,144 0 
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Table 9: Sensitivity Analysis Results for Eight-Axle B-Trains (3-S3-S2s) 

Body Type Percent Difference in 
Mean Payload Relative 
to Base Case (Cut-off at 
1.7σ) 

Mean Payload for Base 
Case (Cut-off at 2σ) (kg) 

Percent Difference in 
Mean Payload Relative 
to Base Case (Cut-off at 
3σ) 

Dump 0 37,307 0 

Flat Deck 0 32,023 0 

Hopper -1 38,740 0 

Tanker -2 38,203 1 
 

Table 10: Sensitivity Analysis Results for Nine-Axle Turnpike Doubles (3-S2-4s) 

Body Type Percent Difference in 
Mean Payload Relative 
to Base Case (Cut-off at 
1.7σ) 

Mean Payload for Base 
Case (Cut-off at 2σ) (kg) 

Percent Difference in 
Mean Payload Relative 
to Base Case (Cut-off at 
3σ) 

Van/Reefer 0 22,506 -5a 
Note: 

a
 Due to the GMM distribution for GVW for 3-S2-4 Vans / Reefers, when the cut-off is moved to 3σ from the mean, 

the tare weight includes heavier loaded trucks and correspondingly increases the tare weight value resulting in a 
lower payload value. 

4.2.6 Summary of Findings 

Tables 11 through 14 summarize the truck payload analysis results by body type for 3-S2s, 3-S3s, 3-S3-

S2s and 3-S2-4s, respectively. Key findings follow: 

 For 3-S2s, dumps, hoppers, and tankers exhibited a loading pattern in which trucks were either 

empty or fully-loaded. Flat decks and vans/reefers exhibited mixed loading patterns (i.e., the 

sample contained partially-loaded trucks). The small sample of containers precluded a definitive 

identification of a characteristic loading pattern. 

 For 3-S3s, containers, dumps, and hoppers exhibited a loading pattern in which trucks were 

either empty or fully-loaded. Flat decks and vans/reefers exhibited mixed loading patterns (i.e., 
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the sample contained partially-loaded trucks). The small sample of tankers precluded a 

definitive identification of a characteristic loading pattern. 

 For 3-S3-S2s, hoppers and tankers exhibited a loading pattern in which trucks were either empty 

or fully-loaded. Flat decks exhibited a mixed loading pattern (i.e., the sample contained partially-

loaded trucks). The small sample of dumps precluded a definitive identification of a 

characteristic loading pattern. 

 For 3-S2-4s, vans/reefers exhibited a mixed loading pattern (i.e., the sample contained partially-

loaded trucks). Notably, this pattern may arise when both trailers are partially-loaded or when 

one trailer is empty and the other is fully-loaded. 

 In all but three axle configuration-body type pairs (namely, 3-S2 containers, 3-S3 containers, and 

3-S3 flat decks), more than 50 percent of the observed trucks carried at least some payload. It is 

possible that temporal and/or directional sampling limitations resulted in the relatively high 

proportion of empty trucks observed for these three cases. 

 For all body types, the mean tare weights increased as additional axles were added to the 

configuration. However, the magnitude of these increases may not be entirely attributable to 

the additional weight of axle(s). For example, the mean tare weight for 3-S2 flat decks is 14,900 

kg whereas the mean tare weight for 3-S3 flat decks is 19,800 kg. 

 Certain axle configuration – body type pairs appear to be particularly constrained by the GVW 

limit for the configuration, as evident by the proximity of the mean of the heaviest GMM 

component to the GVW limit. This is apparent for 3-S2 dumps, 3-S3 dumps, 3-S3-S2 dumps, and 

3-S3-S2 tankers. 
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Table 11: Payload Analysis Results for Five-Axle Tractor Semitrailers (3-S2s) 

Body Type GVW Sample 
Size 

Payload Sample 
Size 

Mean Tare 
Weight (kg) 

Mean 
Payload (kg) 

Loading 
Patterna 

Container 36 12 18,786 12,788 N/A 

Dump 219 150 15,393 20,986 Empty/loaded 

Flat Deck 425 321 14,935 14,258 Mixed 

Hopper 165 130 12,760 21,196 Empty/loaded 

Tanker 89 50 13,443 18,428 Empty/loaded 

Van/Reefer 2,798 2,246 15,732 12,740 Mixed 
Note: 

a
 N/A denotes small sample size 

  ‘Empty/loaded’ indicates that nearly all trucks are either loaded or empty. 
  ‘Mixed’ indicates evidence of partially-loaded trucks.  

Table 12: Payload Analysis Results for Six-Axle Tractor Semitrailers (3-S3s) 

Body Type GVW Sample 
Size 

Payload 
Sample Size 

Mean Tare 
Weight (kg) 

Mean Payload 
(kg) 

Loading 
Patterna 

Container 74 31 18,920 18,001 Empty/loaded 

Dump 78 49 16,855 26,190 Empty/loaded 

Flat Deck 386 177 19,755 17,059 Mixed 

Hopper 83 58 14,263 24,827 Empty/loaded 

Tanker 46 30 16,080 20,125 N/A 

Van/Reefer 432 289 18,015 18,144 Mixed 
Note: 

a
 N/A denotes small sample size 

  ‘Empty/loaded’ indicates that nearly all trucks are either loaded or empty. 
  ‘Mixed’ indicates evidence of partially-loaded trucks.  

Table 13: Payload Analysis Results for Eight-Axle B-Trains (3-S3-S2s) 

Body Type GVW Sample 
Size 

Payload 
Sample Size 

Mean Tare 
Weight (kg) 

Mean Payload 
(kg) 

Loading 
Patterna 

Dump 43 30 21,592 37,307 n/a 

Flat Deck 180 154 19,891 32,023 Mixed 

Hopper 126 69 18,285 38,740 Empty/loaded 

Tanker 91 63 20,561 38,203 Empty/loaded 
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Note: 
a
 n/a denotes small sample size 

  ‘Empty/loaded’ indicates that nearly all trucks are either loaded or empty. 
 ‘Mixed’ indicates evidence of partially-loaded trucks. 

Table 14: Payload Analysis Results for Nine-Axle Turnpike Doubles (3-S2-4s) 

Body Type GVW Sample 
Size 

Payload 
Sample Size 

Mean Tare 
Weight (kg) 

Mean Payload 
(kg) 

Loading 
Patterna 

Van/Reefer 506 454 25,431 22,506 Mixed 
Note: 

a
 ‘Mixed’ indicates evidence of partially-loaded trucks. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

5.1 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

Many North American cities have included freight-intensive land-use developments in their long-range 

transportation master plans in response to rising demand for transportation. In Manitoba, the initiation 

and ongoing development of CentrePort Canada has and will continue to influence freight 

transportation planning in the Winnipeg area and across Manitoba. Predicting the magnitude and 

nature of future demand generated by CentrePort remains an exercise fraught with uncertainty, 

particularly because of the proprietary nature of many of these developments. Among other influencing 

factors, the quantity and type of truck traffic generated by CentrePort will be affected by: 

 the degree to which companies and industries are able to take advantage of potential cost 

savings offered through the FTZ programs; 

 the potential need to provide trucking services as part of the North American and international 

air cargo supply chains—particularly for high-value, time-sensitive freight; and 

 the development of the CentrePort rail park and concomitant need for transloading of bulk 

cargo to and from rail carriers. 

Despite these uncertainties, public transportation agencies are faced with the task of planning and 

designing highway infrastructure to support current and future demand. This research helps to fill the 

data gap concerning truck traffic trends on the highway network serving CentrePort by providing a link 

between truck axle configuration, truck body type, and truck payload. While axle configuration data are 

readily-available, body type and payload data are more difficult to acquire, thus limiting the potential for 
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developing a better understanding of the type of truck traffic activity—and the related industries 

generating this activity—on highways in Manitoba. The results of this thesis reveal relationships 

between axle configurations, body types, and payloads which can be used as a benchmark for 

monitoring future trends in trucking activity on the highways serving CentrePort. 

A summary of key insights findings follows: 

 Numerous articulated truck configurations are available to carriers in Manitoba. On the highway 

network serving CentrePort, the most common types of axle configurations observed were the 

five-axle tractor semitrailer (3-S2), the six-axle tractor semitrailer (3-S3), the eight-axle B-train 

(3-S3-S2), and the Turnpike double (3-S2-4). The utilization of LCVs—particularly on the Trans 

Canada Highway (PTH 1) west of Winnipeg—is now ubiquitous. Notably, Turnpike doubles 

currently comprise over 10 percent of articulated trucks on this route. Regulatory restrictions on 

LCV travel in the United States and northwest Ontario limit the utilization of these 

configurations on the portions of the CentrePort Network connecting to the south and east, 

respectively. 

 Across all four survey sites, the most commonly observed axle configuration-body type pair was 

the five-axle tractor semitrailer (3-S2) van/reefer. 3-S2s also commonly utilized other body 

types. The most diverse body type distribution was for the six-axle tractor semitrailer (3-S3) 

configuration where vans/reefers still represent the largest portion of body types but a 

substantial portion of the fleet utilizes other body types such as flat decks, containers, hoppers, 

and tankers. Turnpike doubles (3-S2-4s) were effectively always operated as a van/reefer body 

type and in contrast, the eight-axle B-Train (3-S3-S2) was never operated as a van/reefer. 
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 On the CentrePort Network, truck weight distributions reflect a range of loading patterns. 

Whether utilized in a 3-S2, 3-S3, or 3-S3-S2 axle configuration, dumps, hoppers, and tankers 

exhibited an empty/loaded loading pattern characteristic of hauling relatively high-density bulk 

commodities. Flat decks, regardless of whether in a 3-S2, 3-S3, or 3-S3-S2 axle configuration, 

were commonly partially-loaded. Similarly, vans/reefers, whether utilized on a 3-S2, 3-S3, or 3-

S2-4 axle configuration, exhibited loading patterns characteristic of hauling general freight. 

These trucks operated at gross vehicle and axle loads that ranged between empty and fully-

loaded conditions. 

The contribution of these results is relevant for all jurisdictions that wish to enhance their understanding 

of the relative influence various industries have on their highway network. Knowledge of truck body 

types provides a critical linkage between truck, and commodity, oriented approaches for characterizing 

highway freight activity. While the data set used in the analysis reflects trucking activity on the highway 

network serving CentrePort and may not be directly transferrable to other jurisdictions, the Gaussian 

Mixture Model analysis is directly transferable to other jurisdictions interested in performing this type of 

analysis. 

Within the context of freight-intensive developments, three particular issues are evident: 

 Integrating freight forecasting and truck traffic characteristics: Forecasting future freight 

transport demand related to freight-intensive developments involves building models that 

predict future freight flow as a function of one or more explanatory variables (e.g., land-use, 

economic indicators). While freight demand forecasts may provide estimates of future expected 
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tonnages for various commodities and modes of transport, these forecasts do not always 

provide the detailed truck traffic characteristics required for highway design (i.e., geometry, 

bridges, pavements). Numerous questions may arise: What type of truck will be used to carry a 

load? How many axles will it have? What is its payload capacity? While imperfect, freight 

forecasts may be linked more closely with truck traffic characteristics through better knowledge 

of truck body type (e.g., van, flat deck, tanker) and the truck configurations that optimize 

productivity for various types of products and business practices. As an example, businesses that 

focus on manufacturing may utilize van or flat deck trucks while others that deal with fresh 

produce may utilize refrigerated vans. Integrating WIM technology with video monitoring or 

new inductive signature loop sensors are two options for developing a better understanding of 

truck body types and their loading characteristics. 

 Understanding modal advantages and multimodal interactions: Related to the foregoing point, 

there is a particular need for transportation planners and engineers to better understand factors 

that influence shippers’ mode choice. The results presented in this thesis provide some 

indication as to the propensity for certain components of freight demand to utilize one or more 

of the available modes. For example, the three modes—highway, rail, and air—providing service 

at CentrePort each have distinct advantages that influence mode choice. Trucks offer service via 

a high-density network and can handle a wide range of commodities; rail service tends to be 

most productive when hauling bulk or containerized commodities; and air is well-suited for high-

value, time-sensitive goods. Transloading is an effective solution to maximize the use of 

available modes by enabling transfers between modes (e.g., from rail to truck).  

 Accommodating oversize and overweight trucks: Freight-intensive developments necessitate 

careful consideration of accommodation of oversize and overweight trucks. From the 
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perspective of Manitoba’s public highways, such consideration has focused on routine issuance 

of permits to LCVs across the Canadian Prairie Region. More locally, special accommodations for 

oversize and overweight trucks may be needed within the development itself, as has been the 

case for the design of CentrePort’s internal road network. 

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The research identifies several needs for future research. First, it is evident that a more comprehensive 

truck body type data collection program (temporally, directionally, and spatially) would be warranted to 

improve the ability to disaggregate truck travel that is related to specific industries. The use of 

automated body type detection equipment integrated within a WIM system should be considered if 

such a data collection program were contemplated. In particular, there is a need to specifically monitor 

and evaluate truck traffic trends as CentrePort continues to develop and expand.  

Second, there is an opportunity to leverage the relationships developed in this thesis to develop more 

robust freight demand modelling techniques that improve the ability to convert expected tonnage (by 

commodity type) into truck volumes (by truck type). Ideally, if appropriately built and calibrated, such 

models could provide an ability to predict future truck activity at freight-intensive developments such as 

CentrePort. 

Third, periodic collection of commodity data (for example, through a survey of shippers) should be 

considered when establishing freight-intensive developments. Commodity data are absent from the 

analysis undertaken in this thesis, but would be essential for developing a robust freight demand model. 
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With these data, planners would obtain a better understanding of the types of industries utilizing the 

development and the types of truck traffic that can be expected. 

Finally, as many inland ports and other similar freight-intensive developments begin with little more 

than a greenfield plan, highway engineers are faced with the challenging task of selecting appropriate 

design inputs (e.g., a design vehicle’s dimensions and loading characteristics) for the highway 

infrastructure that will serve the facility in the future. These design inputs are selected despite 

uncertainty. Periodic evaluation of these design inputs will provide a means of improving these design 

input selections over time.  
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